
DRIVING AIDS
VEHICLE ADAPTATION SOLUTIONS FOR PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES

MOBILITY
INNOVATIONS

DRIVING STOWAGETRANSFER

FIND OUT HOW OUR DRIVING 
SOLUTIONS CAN HELP YOU REGAIN 
YOUR FREEDOM

REGAIN YOUR 
INDEPENDENCE



Looking for help controlling your vehicle?
Our range of Driving Aids are designed to give drivers safe and comfortable control of their vehicle 

Freedom. It’s an essential part of an active lifestyle. It means 
setting your own agenda, getting behind the wheel and going 
where you want to go. We give you that freedom with a range 
of disabled driving solutions that help you overcome different 
driving challenges that eliminates and alleviates any discomfort 
or pain whilst driving.

Introducing Driving Aids by Veigel

Why Veigel? For over 100 years Veigel have been designing award winning ergonomic, reliable and 
easy to use driving aids and controls, making them best in class.

Suitable for most 
cars, trucks and vans

Simple and easy 
to use

Rigorous testing for 
your safety Stylish design

eConnect Push Rock

The eConnect sets the standard for 
maximum leg room, safety and style. 
This electronic hand control is a firm 
favorite by many. 

Hand Controls

To view the full range of Hand Controls visit www.mobilityinnovators.com

Hand controls enable drivers to transfer the operation of gas and brake from foot to hand through 
various types of motions. Our hand controls can be mounted on both the left and right side of the 
driver. Our Veigel hand controls are considered the premier brand for reasons of quality, ease of use 
and appearance in the vehicle. 

100% electronic acceleration 
for fatigue free driving

Available as Push Rock, Push 
Right Angle or Push Pull

Button switch activates 
system for increased safety

Left Hand Controls

Available in the following:
Push Rock – Push to brake, rotate handle in a arc motion towards driver to accelerate
Push Right Angle – Push to brake, rotate handle downwards at a 90 degree angle to accelerate
Push Pull – Push to brake, pull to accelerate



Looking for help controlling your vehicle?
Our range of Driving Aids are designed to give drivers safe and comfortable control of their vehicle 

To view the full range of Hand Controls visit www.mobilityinnovators.com

eClassic

The eClassic is the latest design in our 
Veigel range and is now available with 100% 
electronic acceleration for effortless and 
fatigue free operation. 

Low profile brake lock button

Push to brake and turn handle to 
accelerate 

Increased legroom space

Compact II

Compact II is a popular push-pull option 
due to its slim design which fits better in 
today’s newer and more compact vehicles.  

Bigger range of seat positioning 

Push to brake and pull to accelerate

Can’t gas and brake at the same time

Veigel Basic

The Veigel Basic is a lower cost alternative 
but offers a unique option of being able to 
customize and change the hand grip system 
to suit your needs.

Sleek synthetic leather cover

Push to brake and pull back 
to accelerate

Specific brackets for most 
popular vehicles

Right Hand Controls
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View more Foot Controls and Pedal Guards at www.mobilityinnovators.com

Our range of high quality foot controls offer solutions for a variety of reduced lower body mobility 
issues. Enjoy an easier, safer and more comfortable driving experience. 

Foot Control and Pedal Guards

Our Veigel Pedal Guard is an important 
safety adaptation which prevents the foot 
pedals being pressed accidentally and 
are often used in conjunction with hand 
controls to ensure a safe driving experience.

The Electronic Left Foot Accelerator 
allows a driver to operate an accelerator 
pedal on the left of the brake pedal with 
their left foot. The design mimics the 
original pedal for ease of use, comfort and 
retains full range of acceleration.

Veigel Pedal Extensions are a solution for 
users whose legs are unable to reach and 
operate the vehicle pedals. They attach 
onto the original pedals bringing them 
closer to the drivers seat, providing a safer 
and more comfortable driving position.

Veigel Accelerator & Brake Guard

Electronic Left Foot Accelerator

Veigel Pedal Extensions

Regular pedal design for 
ease of use

Discreet within the vehicle

Push button to activate left 
foot operation 

Easily detachable for 
conventional driving
Concave shape provides 
maximum legroom 
Prevents unintentional use 
of the pedals

Reduce distance to the 
pedal from 2” to 8”

Quick release for easy removal

Can be used in conjunction 
with our heel shelf
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Steering Aids

Steering aids are a very popular adaptation to help assist drivers with limited hand movement or arm 
strength by reducing the force required to steer. Whilst these can be used independently, it is often 
essential when hand controls are fitted to a car as it allows the car to be steered with one hand while 
operating the hand controls with the other.
Our Veigel steering aids are designed and engineered to a high specification to provide better grip 
and support so you can enjoy a safer and more comfortable driving experience.

View more Steering Aids at www.mobilityinnovators.com

Veigel Soft Knob Grip

MyCommand

The Veigel Soft Knob Grip is made 
of soft durable foam, providing more 
comfort while driving. Designed to stay 
cooler to the touch in the summer and 
not as cold in the winter.

360 degree rotation for 
full control

Quick release for easy removal

Available in black and gray

The MyCommand by Veigel provides 
grip for controlling the steering wheel 
as well as allowing drivers to operate a 
range of vehicle functions such as the 
windshield wipers, turn signals, horn, and 
headlights all from one device.

Illuminated function keys

Quick release for easy removal

Suitable for both right-handed 
and left-handed drivers
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Extension Controls

View more Extension Controls at www.mobilityinnovators.com

We understand how difficult and uncomfortable it can be for people with reduced mobility or 
strength to operate certain controls within their vehicle. Our wide range of vehicle extension controls 
bring your main vehicle controls closer which allows for easier, safer, and more comfortable operation 
of the controls.

The Power Window Switch 
Extensions offer a non-destructive 
solution for anyone who needs extra 
assistance with power switches in 
their vehicle. 

Power Window Switch Extensions

The JIMMY by Veigel is a seat buckle 
assist device designed to aid drivers 
with buckling and unbuckling their 
seat belt buckle in their vehicle. The 
ergonomic design means it is light 
weight and easy to use. 

The JIMMY by Veigel

No drilling required

Made of hot and cold 
resistant soft silicone 
material

Unique solution

Safety release button prevents 
unintended disengagement

Vehicle specific mounting 
brackets

Joystick grip gives you more 
grip and control
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View our full product range at www.mobilityinnovators.com

Our Column Mount Multi-Function 
Turn Signal Lever allows for easier 
operation of the OEM turn signals by 
eliminating the need to reach around.  

Column Mount Multi-Function 
Turn Signal Lever

No risk of accidental 
activation

Mounts to trim cover of 
steering column

Simple and easy to use

The Veigel Rotary Style Gear Selector 
allows those with limited hand or finger 
dexterity to easily take control of the 
gears with the simple turn of a rotary 
dial.

Rotary Style Gear Selector

Can be used on either dash 
or center console

Ship wheel design for 
ease of use

Convenient gear selector 

Visit www.mobilityinnovators.com to view our full range of driving aids

If you can’t see what you need or are unsure of what driving adaptation will help you and your driving 
experience please get in touch with us via www.mobilityinnovators.com. Our expert team are on hand 
to discuss your individual requirements and advise on a bespoke solution that meets your needs.
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WHY CHOOSE OUR 
DRIVING AIDS?

Simple and easy to use for an enjoyable 
driving experience

Suitable for most cars, trucks and vans

3 year warranty

Award winning products

Wide range of driving adaptations to make 
driving safer

Mobility Innovations - 51277 Celeste, Shelby Township, MI 48315
www.mobilityinnovators.com

ALSO AVAILABLE
STOWAGE and TRANSFER solutions

SPEAK TO 
YOUR DEALER 

FOR MORE 
INFORMATION

STOWAGE

TRANSFER


